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Client:  Purcell  Miller

Project Date:  November 2017 to April 2018

Project Management Service including:
- Storage of goods
- Space planning
- Crate hire
- Out of office works
- Standard furniture
- Delivery & installation schedule

Successful relocation of offices
nationwide with fully integrated
support.

Here at MACOI, we pride ourselves on a reputation of
providing quality office furniture alongside premier
professional services; and with these qualities, we are
proud to have worked with Purcell Miller for over 20
years.

Working alongside Purcell,  we  recently helped
manage their multi-phased office relocation project that
also involved co-ordinated reconfiguration of furniture,
in some of their branch offices across the UK.

Our experienced business relocation team were able to
provide a complete project managed solution

    Testimonial

“Purcell first started working with MACOI in 1998 and
have always found them to be extremely efficient, good
value and customer focused.

Recently we  invited MACOI to help us with the challenge
of relocating several of our architectural studios which
involved the storage and redistribution of existing
furniture to new locations and configurations across the
UK”.

P.T.O to read the testimonial in full

including crate hire, temporary off-site storage, pre and-
post move support and space designs for
relocated furniture.

We dismantled furniture from the Nottingham,
Cardiff and the previous Bristol office and rebuilt the
existing furniture into the new Bristol and Manchester
offices, along with visiting  Norwich, Canterbury and York
offices distributing, and installing the remaining
surplus furniture.

All the office moves were completed as scheduled,
covering over 1300 miles and 24 driving hours.
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    Testimonial

    Ruth Baker, BA (Hons) MCMI Associate

“Purcell first started working with MACOI in 1998 and
have always found them to be extremely efficient, good
value and customer focused.

For example, we recently invited MACOI to help us with
the challenge of relocating several of our architectural
studios which involved the storage and redistribution of
existing furniture to new locations and configurations
across the UK.

Our Account Manager, Sarah Cornwell, provided an
exceptional service. We were reassured to have Sarah
working alongside us providing expert support and
guidance from the start of the project, through to space
planning options and overseeing installations on site. She
offered solutions to every challenge and was extremely
proactive in bringing the project to successful conclusion.

The project was phased over 6 months, during which
Purcell gave MACOI  some demanding deadlines. The
whole team proved to be very helpful, accommodating
and flexible in their approach, nothing was too much
trouble. Sarah and Darren, to their installation team, were
all friendly, polite and efficient, even in stressful
situations.

As a result, we have now invited MACOI to be involved in
the reorganisation of our headquarters in London to
accommodate growth and we look forward to working
with them again in the future.

We would have no hesitation in recommending MACOI  to
other organisations”.

Multi-phased office relocation
project  completed by MACOI Ltd

Covering 1300 miles and 24
driving hours

- Crate Hire

- Storage

- Office Furniture
  Dissemble, relocate
  and reassemble in
  new and existing
  offices


